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Al-Sham Humanitarian Foundation (AHF)
MASRRAT Establishment for Human 
Care and Development

Ghiras Al Nahda Organization

Shafak Organization Union of Medical Care and Relief 
Organizations (UOSSM)

Big Heart Foundation

Physicians Across Continents - Turkey Syrian Expatriate Medical Association (SEMA)

Humanitarian Relief Association – IYD

Social Development International (SDI)

ATAA Humanitarian Relief Assosiation

Orange Organisation Syrian American Medical Society (SAMS)

SKT Organization

Violet Organization for Relief and Development

Binaa for Development Organization

Rahma Worldwide - Aid and Development Takaful Al-Sham Charity

Ihsan Relief and Development

Syria Relief - Turkey

Syria Relief and Development
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The Syrian NGO Alliance consists of 23 Syrian 
Non-governmental Organizations (SNGOs) 
who are some of the largest SNGOs working 
to meet the humanitarian needs in line with 
international standards and protocols. SNA 
provides the umbrella for these SNGOs to 
coordinate and advocate common messages 
ensuring the voices of affected populations are 
heard. We play an active role when it comes to 
how aid is being delivered in Syria. The Syrian 
NGO Alliance (SNA) saw the light on the 2nd 
April 2014 in Gaziantep, Turkey.

Our Mission

Our Vision Our Values
To lead the Syrian humanitarian work and its voice to 
empower the rights of society.

An alliance of Syrian humanitarian organizations who 
actively and effectively advocate and coordinate at various 
levels the responses to the Syrian humanitarian affairs to 
help the Syrian people preserve their dignity and rights.

Trust

Effectiveness 

Equality

Collaboration

Participation

Who we are?
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Our Members
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Our Activities

. 1 Participate in meetings, conferences, and events relating 
to the humanitarian response in Syria, to advocate for 
issues of great concern to civilians affected by the Syrian 
crisis, and to play a pro-active role in coordinating efforts 
and ensuring a better humanitarian response. 

. 2 Engage in focused meetings with decision-makers and 
officials from UN State Members that are involved in the 
Syrian context, to improve the humanitarian response 
and the protection of civilians and humanitarian workers.

. 3 Be represented at various events such as: The 
Humanitarian Liaison Group (HLG), the Strategic 
Steering Group (SSG), the Inter-Cluster Coordination 
Group (ICCG), Top Donor Group Meetings, Donor 
Conference (i.e. Brussels and London Conferences 
for Syria), Senior Officials Meetings, Post-SSG Donor 
meetings and the Humanitarian Summit in Istanbul.

. 4 Liaise with other NGO fora (regionally and 
internationally) such as the Syrian Networks League 

(SNL), The Syria International NGO Regional Forum 
(SIRF), and NGO Forum northwest Syria, to better 
understand the collective challenges and put together 
the best ways to mitigate them and to coordinate 
advocacy efforts.

. 5 Serve as a platform to effectively address challenges, 
discuss solutions and conduct capacity building, 
and to share lessons learned and best practices 
internally within the Alliance and externally with other 
stakeholders and partners.

. 6 Hold media conferences, publish statements, videos, 
and news to raise awareness about and advocate for 
key humanitarian issues. 

info@syrianna.org

@SyrianNGOAlliance

www.syrianna.org

Gaziantep, Turkey

http://www.syrianna.org/
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Advocacy
Campaigns, Events, and 
Trainings

The Syrian NGO Alliance (SNA), hosted the press 
conference “The Humanitarian Catastrophe in North West 
Syria” at Elite World Istanbul hotel in Istanbul, on February 
19th 2020, Turkey. The goal of this press conference was to 
draw the world’s attention to the disastrous consequences 
of the recent military escalation launched by the Syrian 
Government and its Russian and Iranian allies on the 
already dire humanitarian situation in Northwest Syria.

The conference included a reading of a press statement, 
a Skype call with Dr. Ikram Habbous (Manager of the 
Maternity Hospital in Idlib city, and video showing the 
dire humanitarian situation of IDPs in Northwest Syria. 
Over 25 media channels, news agencies and journalists 
attended the conference which was live-streamed on the 
SNA Facebook page and some media channels like Al 
Jazeera Live.

The SNA team further produced a report covering the 
conference. The report included the conference goal, 
short bios of the panel, the press statement in English, 
Arabic and Turkish, the invitation, and a detailed account 
of the panel speeches, the call with Dr. Ikram Habbous 
and all the questions and answers with media. You can 
find the photos taken at the conference here.

On March 10th , SNA organized a vigil for humanitarian 
workers on Tuesday 10 March 2020. The vigil took place 
in Bab Al Hawa, Idlib, Syria, where over 130 humanitarian 
workers from SNA member organizations participated in 
the vigil.

Purpose of the vigil: In memory of humanitarian workers 
working with Syrian NGO Alliance (SNA) member 
organizations who lost their lives in the recent military 
campaign on northwest Syria, and to express the ability 

and preparedness of Syrian humanitarian organizations 
to respond and to confirm that humanitarian workers 
are doing everything in their power to provide aid and 
assistance to alleviate the suffering of our people, 
especially IDPs in Northwest Syria.

Read the complete vigil report here. This report has been 
shared with SNA contact list.

 The SNA team has started working on a monthly Directory 
of Activities of the Member Organizations of the Syrian 
NGO Alliance (SNA) in Preparing and Responding to 
Covid-19. The SNA team contacted the SNA member 
organizations and received summaries of the activities 
of each organization with regards to Covid-19 and then 
compiled the information in a report issued monthly.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H5FsM87r3Ne-wIFGGFFduy0TEE6i3hzM/view
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1996917333787383
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=3250209425007600&ref=watch_permalink
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=3250209425007600&ref=watch_permalink
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XAWmtcH6aLTdPVJ-_IFmlbGSCXbIn6n-/view
https://shamfoundation-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/media_ahf_ngo/EpmFwmwklcNKnJ6l9OZODfgBTa6zA19k9rDc87RLQISS1A?e=YG3dA6
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iU5pJ_fNeoV9R9GM3-k-JhKvzMAO-qiC/view
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1BnSCyC84AGqwn-TxrEqVTqXFmq9bTefl
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Additionally, SNA prepared and published a paper on 
Covid-19 calling Humanitarian workers and beneficiaries 
inside Syria to follow a set of measures to protect 
themselves from infection with the virus and from 
spreading it.

On April 30th 2020, the SNA issued in the city of 
Gaziantep, Turkey a press release under the title: “The 
Syrian NGO Alliance Warns Against the Catastrophic 
Consequences if COVID-19 Spreads in Northwest Syria”. 
This press release provided facts about the current dire 
humanitarian situation in northwest Syria especially 
in terms of health capabilities and then warned that if 
Covid-19 spreads in northwest Syria that situation will 
be absolutely catastrophic and finally called for UN 
agencies, international organizations, and actors on the 
ground to shoulder their responsibilities and intervene to 
protect over 4 million people in northwest Syria.

SNA has published the “Targeted Humanitarian Facilities 
in Northwest Syria in 2019” report. The work on this 

report has been going on for several months; 
it included collecting documentations 
about the humanitarian facilities in NWS 
which are supported by SNA member 
organizations and a few facilities 
supported by organizations outside the 
SNA, that were targeted militarily by the 
Syrian Government forces and its allies 
especially the Russian. These attacks 
caused many facilities to become out 
of service and denied people in need 
in NWS from the lifesaving services 
provided in these facilities. The final 
report was produced in English and 
Arabic and shared widely.

The SNA Media and Communications 
Working Group produced a video 
as part of advocacy efforts for the 
renewal the UNSC cross-border 

https://www.facebook.com/SyrianNGOAlliance/posts/2562086880726298
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uZXeeUXCEMrDrNeMCHKSfo3XBn6HI0xC/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hlm8iWWP4UR7UAFMsoMlLoBX1-YNNA13/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LJlauFelefkgVCRvi-Wb8MI0UZLHLl6H/view?usp=sharing
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resolution based on the SNA Strategic Plan for 2020. 
The video was published on the SNA Facebook page and 
pages of member organizations.

 The SNA through its Media and Communication Working 
Group (MCWG) has launched a media campaign for World 
Humanitarian Day 2019, 19 August. SNA published a video 
on World Humanitarian Day, following 2020 UN theme 
(#realLifeHeroes), in addition to publishing inspirational 
stories of 7 Humanitarian workers with the same hashtag 
in the following 7 days, presenting messages about the 
daily activities of humanitarian workers including their 
suffering, hopes and reflections and of humane bonds 

between humanitarian workers and beneficiaries. The 
stories were posted on SNA Facebook page and shared 
by SNA member organizations.

In October 2020, the SNA through its Media and 
Communication Working Group (MCWG) launched a 
media campaign titled “Still in The Open” to shed light 
on the suffering and difficult living conditions facing IDPs 
during winter in Northwest Syria. The campaign products 
included videos, a photo with a story and posters.  The 
campaign was launched by publishing a video about the 
suffering of IPDs residing in camps during the winter. 
Followed by a letter to Donors and Stakeholders on 

Winterization aid in Northwest Syria.

NGO-Members of SNA initiated a campaign of 
communications through high-level meetings and through 
their membership in the SCHF Advisory Board as a result 
to Talal Abu-Ghazaleh institution visits on projects funded 
by OCHA through Syria Cross border Humanitarian 
Fund (SCHF). To conduct financial audits, They insisted 
on requesting the original documentation of the projects 
implemented in besieged Eastern Ghouta in 2016 – 2018, 
stating that their agreement with OCHA has no waiver for 
the besieged areas in Syria.

These advocacy efforts resulted in the suspension of the 
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh›s negative reports. Finally, OCHA 
and Talal Abu-Ghazaleh accepted NGOs` justification and 
approved copies of documents presented by implementing 
partners.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=266679801425072
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=365520607778660&extid=yzavLda1McCOfotM
https://www.facebook.com/SyrianNGOAlliance/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARATVmdTbqhY7WV3Y-s9JPuiJ2Blm44zwfG7LfwyMeT0iHeDNOYLzuYJs33d6OavvsKqR5J2SLBv6eOr&hc_ref=ARTLjXsNB01CUgnbpotW9SCC-iNHpkBvcL1RPzTzun-sxGtGCfG7WXt3iH_yM9d5c08&fref=nf&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDW1LbUyNw6DNsBMf_1KSyN1YR40yybUQuyKiz3UB3xTgk7PNhHA7zZU_848X2cu5D22NELK9eDagpJVkcPhva6RUAqI_nsCs0rsAhIkpd83pPbrKx0IALP95oy3kvVfGDiODHVETtyrfcAyB-Wen8Rl3ZKHLuDsdGrtZ_NxRcAPAzuhYdwhOwjrZSfEXFefjLvEJ1SnDndAUDpFz3va1vrqOleZZZWYlWD40--TmHGny_2k4cAJYwQ7TSEX0JUW-xZyFf6wlGP-dp0Q2a_jFrY5FzV7SJqsYSgyXPPncJuI0qaOu0Y1TQQkbNOnWe2wYMn8UdkHh8IihfP2sIscsph88Cj
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E4jJgkSxAAot_bgL4ED71PumJfO_EtzT/view
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Advocacy Statements
Regarding the advocacy efforts for the humanitarian 
crisis in North West Syria, the SNA has:

SNA sent a letter to the United Nations General 
Secretary on the Catastrophic Humanitarian Situation 
and Massive Displacement Wave in North West Syria. 
The letter sheds light on the dire situation of civilians 
in Idlib and Aleppo who have been targeted militarily 
and displaced from their homes to face the lack of 
shelter and aid. The letter was sent the UN General 
Secretary and shared with the SNA mailing list 
including UN officials, Donors, NGOs and media 
and was also published on the SNA website.

The Syrian NGO Alliance (SNA) published a joint 
statement with the Syrian INGO Regional Forum 
(SIRF), NGO Forum, Syrian Networks League 
(SNL) expressing concern over the UNSC 
Resolution on 11th July to close Bab Al Salam 
crossing point and renew Bab Al-Hawa only for 
12 months.

On June 22nd  2020, the SNA drafted the Statement 
by the Syrian NGOs Working in Northwest Syria in 
Response to the Joint Statement Issued by the UN 
Resident Coordinator and Humanitarian Coordinator 
in Syria, Imran Riza, and the Regional Humanitarian 
Coordinator for the Syrian Crisis, Kevin Kennedy, 
on the Safe Access of Students to Take Final 
Exams. This statement was published by the Syrian 
Networks League (SNL).

SNA sent a letter to WHO representatives in 
Damascus pertaining COVID19- situation in GoS-
held areas.

SNA signed a joint NGO private briefing paper on 
COVID19-  that was signed-off on by the following 
NGO coordination bodies (in alphabetical order) 
DINGO, HCI, NES NGO Forum, NGO Forum NWS, 
SIRF, SNA, SNL. The briefing calls on UN agencies, 

donors, and member states to work together to 
rapidly scale up COVID19- prevention, coordination 
and response measures to mitigate the effects of 
the pandemic both on the people of Syria and the 
wider region. Transparent and timely reporting of the 
needs, and responses to them, are critical.

On September 11th, SNA published a policy 
document regarding NEW PMA Regulations and its 
impact on communities and humanitarian activities 
in Northwest Syria.

SNA published a statement regarding interference 
in the work of humanitarian organization in Idlib 
Governorate, the statement was signed by all SNA 
NGO-members.

SNA issued a Statement on Targeting Civilians and 
Humanitarian Aid Workers in Northwest Syria.

https://www.facebook.com/SyrianNGOAlliance/posts/2523327071268946
https://www.facebook.com/SyrianNGOAlliance/posts/2523327071268946
https://www.facebook.com/SyrianNGOAlliance/posts/2523327071268946
https://www.facebook.com/1910228719245454/posts/2663163237285328/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/1910228719245454/posts/2663163237285328/?d=n
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vzax5BvdEdX1cPDuf-M6aMSvgsKX4Zuj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bsyStSMk3fkzU7Llg45ZbdlJGZUJ3T92/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F0RmvMJ3fKObImwSCKH02W0EWMZEEPde/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14f_MjmJO2YlCAtEDrvDpiEPcb7KRIBPA/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14f_MjmJO2YlCAtEDrvDpiEPcb7KRIBPA/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r-_LmwKHCbgVwWRw9jcyWcxfWSJixsiH/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xXVjMwVKkBVVm_F-0qSYrqG3f-nNOvoS/view
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Coordination
The SNA team and steering committee regularly attend 
coordination meetings with UN OCHA and National and 
Regional Fora, such as Humanitarian Liaison Group 
(HLG) Turkey Hub, WoS Strategic Steering Group (SSG), 
North-West Syria (NWS) NGO Forum General Assembly, 
SIRF Advocacy and Policy Working Group, North-West 
Syria (NWS) NGO Form Advocacy Working Group, and 
League of Syrian Networks Coordinators Committee, 
to name a few. SNA representatives also attend high-
level meetings with Mr. Muhannad Hadi, the (RHC) and 
Mark Cutts the (DRHC), HLG, the Office of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, and the 
International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab 
Republic, and with other officials and institutions.

In coordination with NGO Forum, SIRF and NES, SNA 
hosted the 8th High-Level Meeting on 27th January 2020 
in Istanbul, which was attended by 13 NGO-members of 
SNA, 5 SNGOs, 16 INGOs, NGO Forum, NES Forum, 
SIRF, OHCHR, Donors, DRHC and SNA Secretariat. The 
meeting covered the following topics:

Introduction and round the table.

Security developments.

UNSCR 2504 and what it means for the future of 
Cross Border including effects on NES.

Working environment in NW, NES & Damascus.

Feedback from SOM / Copenhagen.

Voices for Displaced Syrians.

Present key messages to Donors and DRHC.

 SNA attended a closed-door meeting with the European 
Union Commissioner for Crisis Management Mr. Janez 
Lenarcic, the highest authority regarding EU humanitarian 
aid worldwide. and Mr. Christian Berger, Ambassador, EU 
Head of Delegation to Turkey on Wednesday, March 4 in 
Gaziantep).

The overriding purpose of the meeting is to have an update 
on the humanitarian situation and allow SNA to have a 
direct and open dialogue with the EU Commissioner on 

NWS (challenges, potential upcoming scenarios, etc

SNA participated in NGO meeting with regional 
Donors Group (SYDWG) for Syria pertaining 
COVID-19 on 14 April. Participants: DINGO SC, NES 
Forum, NWS NGO Forum, SNA, SNL and SIRF. The 
NWS Hub key priorities were: 2020

Support health service providers with salaries, 
training on COVID-19 preventive measures and 
case management along with providing them with 
PPEs.

Support all health facilities to be able to manage cases 
not in need for Ventilator including providing them with 
oxygen generators.

Funding for large scale community-based isolation 
centers.

SNA took part in Peer to Peer Exchange on Country level 
Fora operations during COVID-19 preparedness and 
response (Global Call) coordinated by ICVA on 16 April 2020 
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to discuss about the current situation, an exchange directly 
from the countries of operations the current challenges 
and the solutions identified, and to collect inputs for the 
planned revision of the Global Humanitarian Response 
Plan COVID19 – GHRP

On 19 October, Deputy Regional Humanitarian 
Coordinator, Mark Cutts, and OCHA colleagues called 
for a meeting with SNA NGO-members in the light of 
the recent developments and SNA above-mentioned 
statement where SNA called for:

Capacity building and training for humanitarian 
workers on how to deal with armed groups.

Workshops to authorities on what is expected from 
them with regards to the humanitarian response. 

Clear guidelines from donors to NGOs about their 
legal position in case of interference of designated 
and armed groups.

Feedback to NGOs from AWG on reported 
incidents by them.

On 16 December, SNA jointly with NGO Forum and SIRF 
organized the 9th High level meeting attended by SNGOs, 
INGOs, UN members and Donors who are involved in XB 
operations and the Syria response from various hubs to 
discuss matters on a strategic level.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14sbhMbM3iM91rgzy0Bq-A2bPHKPFfHy4/view
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Al-Sham 
Humanitarian 
Foundation (AHF)

A more resilient and stable Syrian society.

To deliver humanitarian services and social development 
programs to empower and build the Syrian communities 
efficiently through dynamic partnership.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Early 
Recovery

FSL SNFI
Health & 
Nutrition

Protection

Turkey Syria

istanbul
Aleppo

Adana
Tell Abiad

Gaziantep
Idlib

Hatay

Sectors

Areas of Work

26

Quality  Team work

Credibility Initiative

SNFI
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Al-Sham Humanitarian Foundation is a non-profit, 
non-governmental organization founded in 2011 and 
registered in 2013, in response to the Syrian humanitarian 
crisis. The Foundation works to meet humanitarian needs 
by implementing projects and delivering services to 
vulnerable people both in Syria and Turkey. It has highly 
qualified and experienced staff in the humanitarian sector 
in addition to a robust infrastructure in the field of various 
administrations and adopted technologies based on the 
best international and humanitarian standards

2020 was a year full of challenges for humanitarian work, 
and COVID_19 pandemic has posed an additional burden 
and a new challenge. Despite all the difficulties, AHF has 
managed to succeed in delivering humanitarian aid and 
services in Syria and Turkey to more than 486,000 direct 
beneficiaries through health, nutrition, FSL, protection, 
SNFIs, and ER projects with a total value of $6.2 million 
dollars. The organization has dedicated great importance 
to compliance; where many internal and external audits 
were conducted, which contributed to increasing the 
transparency and accountability.

Introduction& Bachground Achievements 2020

contact@ahf.ngo

@AHFrelief

ahf.ngo

HQ Office: Istanbul
Other Offices:
Gaziantep                     Idleb - Armanaz 
Aleppo – Azaz              Aleepo – Al Bab

Health & Nutrition

FSL

Protection

Shelter & NFI

Early Recovery

Number of
projects Budget

16 $4.020.000 340.000

15 $1.300.000 99.000

10 $383.000 17.000

4

2

$365.000

$138.000

29.000

750

- - -

Beneficiaries

https://ahf.ngo/
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ATAA Humanitarian 
Relief Association

 To be a pioneer in relief and development work among 
Syrian organizations and to provide outstanding social 
services based on our cultural perspective of civil society 
as well as humanitarian values.

Upgrading aid work through an organization that meets 
the humanitarian needs of affected Syrian citizens and 
contributes effectively to the reconstruction of Syria and 
the progress of Syrian society.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

WASH
Protection Health

CCCMEducation Early 
Recovery

NFI FSL

Syria
Aleppo

Ar-Raqqa

Idlib

Sectors

Areas of Work

32

Humanity Independence

Transparency

Respect human dignity

Non-discrimination
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ATAA is a non-profit humanitarian association, was licensed 
and registered in Turkey as a national organization in 2013, 
working to provide humanitarian assistance for the Syrian 
people in both Syria and Turkey and seeks to develop 
the Syrian society and strengthen its living conditions. 
ATAA not only is providing emergency response but also 
promotes sustainable economic and social development 
by working with the Syrian community – regardless of 
race, religion or gender inside Syria and Turkey in aligning 
with Sustainable Development Goals.

ATAA adapted quickly and dynamically to face the spread 
of COVID-19 through:

• Extending distribution dates, dividing camps into 
small groups, and increasing the volunteers and 
distribution points within communities.

• Access to the households headed by women 
(including pregnant and lactating), the elderly, and 
people with special needs.

• Appointing a special awareness team to warn the 
dangers of the COVID-19.

• Due to the cross-border renewal issues, ATAA 
increased the cash modality within its programs to 
mitigate the negative effects of the non-renewal of 
UNSCR.

• Increased coordination with the Turkish authorities 
(Euphrates Shield, Olive Branch, and Peace Spring 
areas) and signed protocols to ensure access and the 
continuation of humanitarian aid.

• New methodologies regarding physical attendance 
suspension and deteriorating levels of education, 
along with increasing children’s illiteracy rates via 
distance learning (WhatsApp groups and ATAA’s 
education platform), mobile teachers, and radio 
education to ensure the continuation of learning and 
decrease drop-out rates.

Introduction& Background Introduction& Background
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FSL

SNFI / CCCM

Education

Health + Nutrition

Protection

WASH

ERL

Number of
projects Budget

- $42,161,931 328,570

- $4,967,650 669,264

- $2,945,742 14,500

-

-

-

-

$939,034

$ 3,981,335

$1,879,715

$1,460,905

172,443

8,650

129,794

15,664

- - -

Beneficiaries

Info@ataarelief.org

HQ Office: Istanbul
Other Offices:

• Turkey: Hatay - Gaziantep - Urfa
• Syria: Azaz - Alsahil - Sarmada - Atma 

- Afrin - Northern Aleppo countryside - Al-
Bab - Jarablus - Tal – Abyad

@AtaaRelief

www.ataarelief.org

https://www.ataarelief.org/
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Big Heart 
Foundation

We are committed to being in Syria for the people affected 
by the conflict, to being there at the worst of times and to 
working with Syrians to prepare for and build a brighter 
future.

Alleviate human suffering through the provision of 
humanitarian assistance, build the resilience of affected 
populations and lay foundations for a better future in Syria.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Syria
Sarmada

Afrin

Jeineh

Kafrehmul

Sectors

Areas of Work

38

Innovation Access

Local Knowledge

Sustainability

Teamwork

FSL
Education Early 

Recovery
CCCM

NFI WASH
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Big Heart Foundation is a Syrian-led, non-profit NGO 
founded in 2013, which aims to alleviate human suffering 
through the impartial provision of humanitarian assistance. 
Big Heart’s strength lies in its unique ability to combine 
the compassion of an organization that grew out of a local 
commitment to meet immediate needs with access to 
seasoned humanitarian and private-sector professionals.

Since 2013, Big Heart has been delivering vital assistance 
to vulnerable and underserved communities with a well-
established, dynamic team of humanitarian, private sector 
and thematic and regional experts. Big Heart programming 
includes: food security, support to livelihoods, shelter and 
non-food item (SNFI) provision, life-sustaining emergency 
response assistance, Water Sanitation and Hygiene 
(WASH) services; support to education; multi-purpose 
cash grants (MPCGs), with protection considerations 
mainstreamed and integrated across all of Big Heart’s 
sectors.

In 2020 Big Heart completed the eleventh consecutive 
Food-for-Peace (FFP) funded food security programing 
partnership with GOAL, a total of 7,100 HHs has received 
repeated food assistance via 9 rounds of distribution in 
12 months’ time, in Ariha, Afrin and Western Aleppo. The 
impact of this program has been pivotal for improved food 
security amongst the populations we serve. Moreover, 
Big Heart completed the third consecutive programing 
partnership with Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
(SDC) under Life-Saving Emergency Assistance to Crisis-
Affected Populations in North West Syria.  Big Heart has 
distributed in-kind emergency response assistance to a 
total of 400 HHs and provided Emergency cash-based 
assistance to a total of 3,226 HHs. The project has also 
supported Al Gazl water station, provided 88,616 M3 of 
clean, potable water to nearly 42,030 BNFs. Big Heart 
successfully implemented three project in partnership with 
OCHA, reaching a total of 425,791 BNFs under (NFI & 
WASH) in Idleb and Aleppo governorate. The OCHA Third 
Party Monitoring found implementation as an ‘Outstanding 
performance’, comprehensive evidence and an example 
of best practice in action.

Big Heart collaborates closely with various International 
and Syrian NGOS.  These partnerships allow Big Heart 
to leverage expanded technical and financial resources, 
engage in programmatic and geographic areas that could 
not otherwise be accessed, and share best practices 
among nascent sister NGOs.

Big Heart’s intimate knowledge of the context drives its 
programming and innovative IT and communications 
solutions make it nimble enough to respond appropriately 
to the realities on the ground.

Our highly competent, motivated staff is made up primarily 
of Syrians who use their leadership positions in the 
organization to inform and influence strategic direction.

Introduction Achievments 2020
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Education

FSL

SNFI

WASH

Number of
projects Budget

5 $2.412.485 16840

60 $139.645.519 5323250

3 $3.294.795 453151

10 $4.561.396 879246

- - -

Beneficiaries

info@bigheart.org

HQ Office: Washington / USA 
Other Offices: Mersin - Antakaya / Turkey

bigheart.org

http://bigheart.org/
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Binaa for 
Development

BINAA strives to be a pioneering regional humanitarian 
organization, providing effective and efficient services to 
those affected by conflicts in the fields of development, 
education, restructuring and relief

To support and empower individuals and communities 
affected by conflicts to have safer, thriving lives and a 
more secure future.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Quality

Efficiency

Accountability

Respect

Collaboration Continuous 
development

WASH
Nutrition Protection EducationHealth CCCM Early 

Recovery

NFI FSL

Syria

Aleppo (Dana - Azaz)
Idlib

Sectors

Areas of Work

44
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Licensed in January 2014, in Turkey, BINAA is a non-
governmental, non-profit humanitarian organization that 
utilizes community involvement to identify and provide 
support, development and empowerment to communities 
and individuals in need: BINAA operates based on the 
understanding that sustainable development and societal 
participation are essential in helping communities identify 
their needs and fulfilling their rights.

BINAA established 3 camps (1555 HHs) with main 
infrastructures and integrated and lifesaving services; 
provided concrete block units model; supported 650 
workers with CfW; provided winterization kits (diesel, coal 
and heaters) to 13213 HHs; provided 5500 children with 
winter clothes and 2195 HHs with NFI kits; provided 3975 
HHs with new shelter units/rehabilitation and houses 
upgrade; provided bread to 8755 IDP HHs; rehabilitated 
the Faculty of Education in Afrin; provided educational 
support to 530 students; and provided nutrition services 
to IDPs in 110 camps.

Introduction Achievements 2020

SNFI

WASH

Early Recovery

Nutrition

CCCM

FSL

Number of
projects Budget

12 $5.500.000 87000

7 $7.000.000 1700000

4 $800.000 7775

1

3

1

$300.000

$125.000

$1.000.000

69000

9000

43800

- - -

Beneficiaries
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info@binaadev.org

@binaasyria

HQ Office: Gaziantep / Turkey

www.binaadev.org

https://www.binaadev.org/
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FSL
Education WASH

Early 
Recovery

NFI Protection

Sectors
Ghiras Al Nahda 
Organization

Secure a decent life for Syrians and empowering them to 
lift the Syrian community

Independent non-profit, non-political organization that 
provides humanitarian aid for Syrians neutrally, without 
any discrimination and seeks to empower people through 
fulfilling their basic needs

50

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Humanity

Perfection

Honesty

Engagement and Participation

Transparency
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Ghiras Al-Nahda is a Nonprofit Non-governmental 
humanitarian organization working to empower people 
through fulfilling their basic needs and seeking to improve 
Syrian community stability and resilience. Ghiras Al-
Nahda started its humanitarian efforts in October 2011 via 
a team of volunteers, it was legally registered in United 
States of America on November 6, 2020, under: GHIRAS 
ALNAHDA US NFP

Registration No: CP 575 E

Ghiras Al-Nahda is a co-founder of the Syrian NGO 
Alliance SNA

Introduction: Achievements 2020:
• Obtaining a license in the United States of America, 

which made it possible to obtain donation outlets and 
a PayPal account

• Cash projects: 1.5 million implemented as cash 
assistance in light of the spread of COVID-19 and the 
lack of job opportunities

• Implementation of protection projects using a scientific 
method targeting groups of children, adolescents and 
adults

• Continuous support for the same schools for two 
consecutive years

• Moving to distance education lessons in light of the 
spread of Corona in 17 schools for more than 13,000 
students and developing assistance tools for that

• Distribution of winter assistance (heating fuel) 
according to the beneficiaries› desire for each of the 
families in one of the projects for 1000 families
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info@ghiras-alnahda.org

@GhirasAlnahda

www.ghiras-alnahda.org/

Education

FSL

SNFI

Number of
projects Budget

6 $1.558.018 41,513

6 $1.530.580 50,145

3 $226.576 17,572

6 $1.526.676 38,060

- - -

Beneficiaries

Protection

HQ Office: Gazianep, turkey

Other offices: Michigan USA

https://ghirasalnahda.com/
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Hand in Hand for
Aid and Development

HIHFAD envisages a stable, secure, and just Syria with a 
healthy and thriving socioeconomic system. We envision 
adignified, nourishing Syrian society.

HIHFAD aspires to achieve the highest of standards within 
humanitarian values. At the heart of our work ethic lies an 
untiring commitment to transparency, accountability, and 
integrity.

HIHFAD’s goal is to empower every Syrian in need by 
strengthening resilience, distributing humanitarian aid, 
reconstructing vital infrastructure, and implementing 
sustainable livelihood programs directly inside Syria, 
including hard-to-reach areas.

Health and 
Nutrition

WASH NFI FSL Protection Education

56

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

Early 
RecoveryCCCM
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Hand in Hand for Aid and Development (HIHFAD) is a 
UK-registered   Foundation that has been at the forefront 
of providing humanitarian aid in Syria since the start of the 
conflict in 2011. Established by a group of British-Syrians, 
the charity has grown to become one of the leading 
humanitarian actors that serve the Syrian communities 
both within Syria and Turkey.

Today, Hand in Hand for Aid and Development employs 
more than 1100 members of staff in Turkey and inside 
Syria.

Introduction: Achievements 2020:
• Health and Nutrition: 1,865,571 services were provided.

• Protection: Total serviced beneficiaries: 45,849 people.

• WASH SHELTER NFI: No of beneficiaries: 205,207 
people.

• FSL (Food Security & Livelihoods): No of beneficiaries: 
349,260 people.

• Logistics and Procurement: Total No of shipments 
have been sent to Syria northwest: 304.
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FSL

Number of
projects Budget

4 $2.500.000 205207

5 $1.900.000 349260

6 $1.400.000 45849

13 $10.600.000 1865571

- - -

Beneficiaries

Protection

Health
& Nutrition

WASH & SNFI

info@hihfad.org

@hihfadUK

hihfad.org

HQ Office Address: UK

Other offices: Turkey, Syria

https://hihfad.org/
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FSL WASH CCCM NFI Protection Early 
Recovery

Sectors

Areas of Work

Humanitarian Relief 
Association – IYD

By knowledge and work, we are pioneers in the 
development of ways of life to draw a smile and bring hope

Providing the best services for the development of affected 
communities and meeting the basic needs in accordance 
with the international standards and within a distinct 
ethical methodology

Syria
Aleppo

Euphrates shield area

western Aleppo

Idlib city, Sarmad

Creativity

Independence

Transparency

Respecting others

Teamwork

Neutrality

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

62
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IYD is a Turkish, non-governmental, and non-profit 
organization which has no political association working 
in various fields of humanitarian relief, development, and 
education.

IYD was established in early 2013 in Turkey.

IYD was registered in 2014 with a license number 022 / 
203-34, and it has been operating under Turkish Labor Law 
No. 5253 as ULUSLARARASI INSANI YARDIMLAŞMA 
DERNEĞİ

As part of the response to the Syrian crisis, IYD has 
implemented several multi-sectoral relief and development 
programs through various projects in different areas 
such as food security, livelihoods, water sanitation, and 
hygiene, non-food items, early recovery, emergency 
response, protection, and financial support. in 2020 
IYD has worked on 42 projects with a $30,382,062 total 
budget, and 2,178,840 reached beneficiary.

Introduction: Achievements 2020: NFINFI

WASH

CCCM

Food security

Livelihood

Number of
projects Budget

1 $14.516 14516

16 $13.632.233 1294269

1 $60.158 33971

7

8

8

3

$4.068.581

$2.911.221

$617.750

$1.630.558

366419

73400

297390

88876

- - -

Beneficiaries

Early Recovery

Protection
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info@iydrelif.org

@iydrelief

www.iydrelief.org/en/

HQ Office Address: Istanbul / Turkey

Other offices: Gaziantep / Turkey

https://iydrelief.org/
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SectorsIhsan Relief and 
Development _ IhsanRD

To become the most efficient, transparent, and responsive 
Syrian humanitarian organization, improving the lives of 
Syrians through relief, recovery, and development.

To provide Syrians with critical services to alleviate 
suffering, foster economic and social development, 
support a vibrant civil society, and build the capacity of 
local administrative councils.

FSL Education WASH SNFI

Accountability

Equality Dedication

Transparency

Leadership
& Team Building

Integrity
& Credibility

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Protection

68

Areas of Work

Syria
Aleppo

Idlib
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IhsanRD is a service organization with developmental 
goals that support basic development and service projects 
to address the needs of daily life and have long-lasting 
impacts on Syrians› life. We work to recruit necessary 
grants funding provided by the international community 
organizations.

Introduction:

Achievements 2020:
• Beneficiaries: 3,002,352

• Services: 4,116,324

• Implemented Projects: 60

• Total Budget for Implemented and Ongoing Projects: 
66,169,940 USD

Education

FSL

WASH

NFI&Shelter

Number of
projects Budget

9 $8.290.904 179409

9 $10.159.394 2310970

18 $12.105.662 128652

16

8

$8.569.070

$2.456.655

433554

347353

- - -

Beneficiaries

Protection
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info@ihsanrd.org

@IhsanRD

www.ihsanrd.org

HQ Office: Istanbul / Turkey

Other offices: Gaziantep, Idlib, Aleppo

https://www.ihsanrd.org/
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The Establishment 
for Human Care and 
Development _ MASRRAT

A leading humanitarian and developmental organization 
that seeks to achieve effective impacts in the community 
to become a developed renaissance community.

MASRRAT worked to provide solutions for crisis 
management in stricken communities by using 
professional methods and providing our services to the 
marginalized and poor groups without distinction between 
race, religion, or gender.

Syria
Turkey

Istanbul Aleppo

Gaziantep Idleb

FSL Protection Health Education Early 
RecoveryCCCM Orphans Care and 

Sponsorship

Innovation

Integrity

Participation

Equality

Responsibility

Creativity

Sectors

Areas of Work
Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

WASH NFI 

74
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MASRRAT is a civil society that works on effective 
contribution to sustainable processes of social and 
economic development through implementing programs 
that uplift marginalized segments to overcome financial, 
social, educational, and intellectual poverty levels in the 
community.

Over the course of eight years, Masarat has provided relief 
and development support to the most vulnerable groups 
and worked to empower them by providing them with skills 
to advance at the individual and societal levels through 
the implementation of humanitarian, developmental, 
nutritional and educational projects such as food 
security, livelihood support, child protection projects, 
support and empowerment of women, in addition to The 
orphan sponsorship program and emergency response 
campaigns in different regions of Syria (the northern and 
northwestern regions) and Turkey, where during the year 
2020 45 projects were implemented and the total number 
of beneficiaries reached 368,891

Introduction: Achievements 2020:
NFI&Shelter

WASH

FSL

Human Care and
Orphans Sponsorship

Number of
projects Budget

4 $26.909 12400

3 $47.996 60401

1 $743.450 20332

20

12

3

2

$865.797

$1.406.797

$127.032

$123.955

206639

35187

21529

12403

- - -

Beneficiaries

Early Recovery

Protection

Education
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info@masrrat.org

@MasrratFoundation

https://masrrat.org/en/

HQ Office: Gaziantep

Other offices: Istanbul  

https://masrrat.org/
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Sectors

Areas of Work

Orange
Organization

Support and empower the affected population to ensure 
access to a dignified life.

A place where those impacted by the crisis exercise their 
voice, build their own solutions and take ownership of 
their future.

Syria Turkey
Gaziantep

Aleppo
Sanliurfa

Mersin

Kilis
Idlib

Othmaniyeh

Nizip

Kahramanmarash

Early 
Recovery

FSL Protection Education

Accountability

Equal access

Shared 
responsibility

Sustainability

80

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission
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Orange was established in 2016 and registered in 
Turkey, with the initial aim to develop the capacity of the 
communities they serve. Now Orange has expanded 
to provide support for Syrian communities during the 
crisis in food security and livelihoods, early recovery, 
protection, emergency, women empowerment and has 
made significant contributions in the education access 
and quality sector in NW Syria, Olive Branch, and 
Euphrates Shield with two main offices and 6 sub-offices 
in addition to projects centers. Orange now has more than 
200 full-time staff in both Turkey and Syria and operates 
offices in the cities of Gaziantep, Hatay, Kilis, Sanliurfa, 
Mersin, Osmaniyeh, and Kahramanmarash in Turkey, in 
addition to two offices inside of Syria. We aspire to fulfill 
our mission through effective programming in our sectors 
of operation, including Education, Food Security and 
Agriculture, Protection, Early Recovery and Livelihoods, 
Health, Nutrition, WASH, Shelter, Camp Coordination and 
Camp Management (CCCM), and Civil Society Capacity 
Development sectors to improve the resilience of the 
affected population.

Orange expanded its sectors and areas of operations 
to work in new locations and provide new interventions. 
though Covid-19 was one of the challenges for Orange 
and the worlds. We could continue our work online and 
we developed professional SOPs on this. More BNFs 
targeted and we could reach may locations which are 
considered hard to access. The fund increased 3 times as 
it was in 2019 and that was a big jump for Orange. Also, 
many need assessments, researches, and contextual 
analysis that support the Syrian/Turkish context have 
been shared with donors, partners, and other networks.

Introduction Achievements 2020

Early Recovery

Food Security

Livlihoods

Cash Assistance

Economic 
Empowerment

Education

Number of
projects Budget

1 $700.000 4709

4 $2.500.000 3000

3 $1.200.000 1000

1

3

1

$500.000

$1.250.000

$850.000

60

800

850

- - -

Beneficiaries
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contact@orange.ngo

@orangeengo

www.orange.ngo

HQ Office: Gaziantep

Other offices: Hatay, Kahramanmaras, Kilis, 
Sanliurfa, Nizip, Mersin, and Osmaniey

https://orange.ngo/
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Sectors

Areas of Work

Physicians Across Continents 
– Turkey (PAC_T)

Global humanitarian institution capable of response in 
emergency context to provide relief and development 
services for people in need.

Providing emergency and developmental humanitarian 
response services according to the international 
humanitarian standards while preserving dignity of people 
of need. 

Health Nutrition• Personal values:

• Institutional values: 

Syria
Turkey

Aleppo
Gaziantep

Kilis
Idlib

86

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Integrity

Cost effectiveness

Team work 

No competition 

Continuous learning 

Collaboration with local communities
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PAC Turkey is humanitarian non profit NGO specialized 
in Health and nutrition licensed in Turkey established in 
2012

PAC T works primarily for Syrians in need both inside and 
outside Syria with other temporal missions and activities 
in Sudan and Yemen

PAC T is a pioneered organization in nutrition, prothesis , 
and vaccination activities

Support Immunization program in NW Syria through 
managing  (cold chain and cold rooms) and supporting 
routine immunization (EPI) and campaigns. Prothesis and 
orthosis , physiotherapy facilities in Azzaz . Renal dialysis 
facility in Jarabulus . Surgical hospital renewed and 
opened again to cover complicated orthopedics Surgery 
in north rural Aleppo. Azzaz mental health hospital , the 
only health facility taking care of both acute and chronic 
mental health patients

Co-co-lead of nutrition cluster

Introduction

Achievement 2020: 
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Nutrition

Number of
projects Budget

12 $6.500.000 420000

4 $5.500.000 480000

- - -

Beneficiaries

Health

info@pac-turkey.org HQ Office Address: Gaziantep

Other offices:  Aleppo  / Syria - Idlib / Syria - Adan / Yemen 
- Kilis/Turkey

@pacturkey

www.pac-turkey.org

https://pac-turkey.org/
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Rahma Worldwide
Aid and Development (RWW)

Leadership and creativity in enabling societies during 
crises to manage themselves efficiently and effectively 
and achieve self-sufficiency.

contribute to enhance the ability of affected communities 
to recover and stability through specific programs, and 
support them with programs that achieve development 
and social justice.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

92

NFI FSL Protection Health CCCM Early
RecoveryEducation

Syria
Turkey

Aleppo

Euphrates Shield areas

Oli Brach areas

Gaziantep
Idlib

Providing services to those affected by crises and 
disasters in a way that preserves their lives and 
dignity.

Contribute to enhancing the stability of local 
communities.

Presenting a standard institutional model in 
humanitarian work. 
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Rahma Worldwide is a non-profit, non-governmental, 
humanitarian organization operating in Turkey and Syria.

Rahma Worldwide was Founded on the principles of 
solidarity and equality.

It implements relief projects and long-term development 
projects aimed at improving the lives of local communities, 
refugees, and vulnerable groups. It also seeks to provide 
sustainable livelihoods, Social rights, and social inclusion 
through various types of support across the world.

In 2020, Rahama Worldwide continued to respond to the 
needs of Internally Displaced

Persons (IDPs) and affected communities across Syria 
through its operations. RWT carried out many types 
of basic needs assistance, including distribution of 
NFIs, winterization support, and hygiene kits, FSL, and 
Education projects.

The main achievement that Rahma saves no effort to 
achieve is to ensure that all IDP’s and refugees have 
basic needs and the opportunity to improve their lives and 
Provide individual and community development to uplift 
all individuals that may seek help.

Introduction: Achievement 2020:
Education

FSL

SNFI

Number of
projects Budget

1 $161.450 43750

1 $112.600 27025

1 $118.000 43257

2 $914.300 228350

- - -

Beneficiaries

info@rahmaww.org

@RahmetTurkey

www.Rahmaww.org

Health

HQ Office Address: Gaziantep - Turkey

Other offices:  Syria

https://rahmaww.org/
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Shafak
Organization

Shafak is an institutional body working as a tool for 
changing society to contribute for building an empowered 
and a self-sustaining society.

The four humanitarian principles:

Shafak is a humanitarian non-profit organization that 
provides humanitarian assistance and services to cope 
with and overcome war, crisis and disaster situations 
through the implementation of food security and livelihood, 
protection, education, health, and WASH programs to 
create empowered communities capable of building their 
sustainable institutions.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

98

Syria Turkey
Gaziantep

FSL and Early 
Recovery

Health and 
Nutrition

Protection Education WASH Shelter and NFI

Aleppo

Euphrates Shield areas

Afrin

Idlib

CCCM

Impartiality

Freedom

Neutrality

Humanity

Justice

Independence

The four humanitarian principles

Participation
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Shafak is a local NGO, registered in Turkey since 2013 
with its head-office in Gaziantep. Shafak has field offices 
in Syria; in Idleb city, Bab Alhawa, Azaz, Afrin, Jarablus, 
Albab. Shafak has access to all regions within NWS. 
Shafak is an active member in all OCHA-led coordination 
clusters, sub-clusters and working groups. Shafak is also 
a member of the SNA (Syrian NGO Alliance), NGO Forum 
and PSEA network. Shafak is implementing different 
response programs including FSL, Emergency Response 
and Shelter, WASH, Health, Protection, Education in 
partnership with various INGOs and UN agencies.

Shafak has implemented 48 projects related to nine sectors 
in 2020 (FSL, Early recovery, Protection, Education, 
WASH, Shelter and NFI, Health and Nutrition) with total 
beneficiaries of 2,412,481 beneficiaries (635,557 Host 
ben and 1,776,924 IDPs). Shafak has worked in 526 
communities (339 in Aleppo and 187 in Idleb). Shafak has 
more than 15 partnership agreements with UN agencies 
and INGos. 

Introduction: Achievement 2020: 
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Protection

WASH

Education

FSL
& Early recovery

Health
& Nutrition

Number of
projects Budget

6 $1.580.000 222161

7 $6.355.000 891718

10 $1.700.000 185439

10

12

7

$5.190.000

$4.700.000

$1.700.000

277348

238852

586361

- - -

Beneficiaries

@shafak.organization

www.shafak.org HQ Office Address: Gaziantep

Other offices: Lebanon, Beruit

SNFI

https://www.shafak.org/site/
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SKT
Organization

Absolute belief to prevent injustice and suffering and 
develop human access and ability to reach the heights of 
educated, advanced, and active society

A group of volunteers around the world sought to provide 
support and protection to all Syrians through relief, 
education and health support to serve the building of 
a self-reliant and self-sustaining Syrian society in all 
circumstances and tribulations.

Transparency

Coordination

Credibility

Integrity

Cooperation

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

Syria Turkey
Hatay

Aleppo Idlib

Hama

104

FSL Education CCCM SNFI Protection NutritionEarly
Recovery

WASH Health
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SKT organization is a non-profit organization registered in 
Turkey since 2014 working in the humanitarian field and 
providing humanitarian aid in all its forms, regardless of 
race, political affiliation, gender, or belief. SKT organization 
works in a number of humanitarian sectors: FSL, Health, 
WASH, CCCM, NFI, Education, and protection that is 
integrated into all sectors.

Introduction: Achievement 2020:
SKT provided medical services  to  5,000 
beneficiaries

• SNFI Sector: SKT organization provided, 77 stoves - 
7700 kg of solid fuel- 55 winter blankets.

• FSL Sector: SKT organization provided  420 Qurbani 
rations and provided  440 food baskets  and distributed 
daily is 9272 bundles and the daily   

• Protection Sector: SKT  distributed  4325 kits.

• CCCM Sector :

Camps rehabilitation project
SKT organization rehabilitated 24 camps in the Salqin 
area,  where the number of beneficiaries reached 
23,138 beneficiaries.

FSL

SNFI

Number of
projects Budget

4 $599.979 51402

1 $150.690 148140

2 $4.075 638

1 $245.964 20020

- - -

Beneficiaries

Health

CCCM

info@sktyardim.org

@skt.organization

HQ Office Address: Reyhanli - Hatay – Turkey

Other offices: Syria - Idleb Governorate - Harim / Kafrlusin
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Social Development 
International (SDI)

Leadership in humanitarian action and community welfare

SDI’s mission is to address the needs of affected peoples, 
develop social responsibility awareness, assist and 
solidarize with other nations in the world, and provide 
links between donors and beneficiaries.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

FSL Nutrition Protection Health Education CCCM

WASH NFI

Syria
Aleppo Idlib

Highlighting and protecting humanitarian and social values 
promoting respect of human beings to their fellow brothers, 
encouraging collective efforts to address community 
issues, and promoting the seven fundamental principles 
(Humanity, Impartiality, Neutrality, Independence, 
Voluntary Service, Unity, Universality)

110
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Social Development International (SDI) is a non-profit 
NGO established in 2015 and registered in Turkey, which 
provides humanitarian assistance to affected people in 
Syria. 

SDI services cover North West Syria and North-East 
Syria (Tal Abyad) and provided through eight programs 
which are SNFIs, Health, Nutrition, Education, WASH, 
Protection, FSL, and CCCM.

Since the establishment of SDI till the end of 2020, the 
number of beneficiaries reached Two and a half million 
people, with a total spend of more than 22 million USD.

In 2020, SDI has implemented 41 projects in Syria.

Among its prominent projects is the rehabilitation of 1750 
houses in Syria to host the displaced families.

In the health sector, SDI has operated three primary 
health care centers, two hospitals one of it allocated for 
women and children, in addition to two centers for artificial 

Introduction: 

Achievement 2020: 

limbs and physical therapy, and one blood bank in Afrin, 
four nutrition fixed centers, and nine rapid response team 
for nutrition services.

In the education sector, SDI has supported 15 schools 
by providing materials and incentives for teachers and 
furniture of mentioned schools and risk mitigation tools to 
avoid Covid-19 influence.

Also, SDI supported 4200 students in both formal and 
informal education by providing school bags, and to 
enhance the quality of education SDI raised the capacity 
of 210 teachers.

In terms of CCCM intervention, SDI handed over the first 
camp project established from Zero stage with a capacity 
of 172 tents.

Moreover, SDI constructed 120 latrines and showering 
cells, 24 of them allocated for disabled and elderly people 
with the proper ramps.

SDI equipped all the latrine blocks with solar lighting 
systems for the internal lighting in order to maintain the 
protection especially for the children and the women 
during night times.

In terms of WASH intervention, SDI conducted 2000 
hygiene awareness sessions segregated between 
women, men, children, and elderlies in different locations.

In terms of protection, SDI raised the awareness of its 
staff by conducting more than 200 awareness sessions on 
GBV and PSEA topics.

In addition, SDI provided 6000 raising awareness sessions 
on PSEA and 3000 raising awareness sessions on GBV 
targeted different communities.
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info@sdi.ngo

@sdiorg

www.sdingo.website/en
FSL

Health

Nutrition

SNFI

Number of
projects Budget

3 $315.000 35000

17 $2.700.000 150000

3 $1.000.000 120000

8

3

3

2

2

$3.700.000

$200.000

$32.750

$700.000

$200.000

75000

3000

5000

7000

3000

- - -

Beneficiaries

Education

WASH

CCCM

Protection

HQ Office: Istanbul

Other offices: Gaziantep

http://www.sdingo.website/en
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Syria Relief
Turkey /Suriye Yardim Dernegi

«To be the leading charity combining humanitarian and 
development approaches in assisting affected people and 
marginalised communities in fragile contexts and crisis 
areas worldwide.

To mobilise and respond to emergencies and critical 
needs through joined humanitarian and development 
action, helping affected people and communities survive, 
recover, and build a better future.

COMMITMENT  

INNOVATION 

NEUTRALITY

SOLIDARITY

ACCOUNTABILITY   

TRANSPARENCY  

OPENNESS

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

Syria Turkey

Aleppo Idlib

Tell Abiad

FSL Nutrition Protection Health Education Early 
Recovery

WASH NFI

116
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Our organization—formerly known as Syria Relief—was 
established in 2011 in response to the Syria crisis.

Syria Relief responded with 95 projects funded by UK  
and institutional donors to 1627265 beneficiaries in 287 
communities inside Syria through different modalities and 
interventions.

Introduction: 

Achievement 2020: 

FSL

Health
& Nutrition

Protection

Education

Number of
projects Budget

17 $5.492.532 84896

9 $1.180.190 111250

11 $3.046.021 639000

13

47

$2.314.728

$14.843.563

261520

531722

- - -

Beneficiaries

WASH
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info@syriarelief.org.uk

@SyriaReliefCharity

syriarelief.org.uk/

HQ Office: Manchester/UK

https://syriarelief.org.uk/
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Syria Relief
and Development _ SRD

maintain humanitarian relief and mobilize resources 
to develop a comprehensive agenda for sustainable 
development in Syria.

provide crisis humanitarian relief and plant the seeds of 
sustainable development for the people of Syria.

Our Vision Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

Syria
Aleppo Idlib

Tell Abiad

122

FSL Nutrition Protection Health Education

WASH NFI
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SRD is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization providing 
humanitarian aid to Syrians affected by violence, hunger, 
poverty, injury and displacement. The volatile situation in 
Syria has created a dire need for food, shelter and medical 
care. SRD is working to address these needs through our 
established programs within Syria and in surrounding 
regions.

2,839,846 interventions in 2020 from our Services.

Introduction: 

Achievement 2020: 
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info@srd.ngo 

@srdturkey

www.srd.ngo

Health 

SNFI

Number of
projects Budget

32 $14.711.435 2271278

2 $566.578 182462

7 $2.722.843 57065

11 $3.737.967 362755

- - -

Beneficiaries

Nutrition

Protection

HQ Office Address: USA

Other offices: Turkey

https://srd.ngo/
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Syrian American Medical 
Society (SAMS)

SAMS’ vision is to strengthen the future of Syria’s 
healthcare, delivering dignified medical relief where 
needed, fortified by a dedicated medical community.

SAMS is dedicated to delivering life-saving services, 
revitalizing health systems during crisis, and promoting 
medical education via a network of humanitarians in Syria, 
the US, and beyond.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

128

Nutrition
Health

Protection

Syria Lebanon Jordan Iraq Greece Bangladesh

Turkey
Sarmada Beirut Amman

Gaziantep

Istanbul

Reyhanli

MOBILIZING

SERVING WITH 
COMPASSION

LEVERAGING 
PARTNERSHIPS

ACTING NOW
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The Syrian American Medical Society (SAMS) was 
founded in 1998 as a professional society to provide 
networking and educational opportunities to medical 
professionals of Syrian descent across the United States. 
The charitable arm of SAMS, SAMS Foundation, was 
launched in 2007. With the eruption of the conflict in Syria, 
SAMS Foundation has become one of the most active 
medical relief organizations working on the frontlines of 
crisis relief in Syria, neighboring countries, and beyond.

Throughout this difficult year of Covid-19 pandemic 
spreading, SAMS reached 896,557 beneficiaries in 
Aleppo, Idleb, Ar Raqqa, and Al Hasakeh while supporting 
2,945 medical/non-medical workers in Syria. SAMS 
provided 1,774,580 services, 1,242,781 consultations, 
19,724 deliveries, 52,821 surgical procedures, 8,376 
dialysis sessions, 724 Covid-19 patients admissions, and 
1,178 Cancer treatments. SAMS also conducted 10,452 
community outreach awareness sessions about Covid-19 
preventive measures and GBV.

In Turkey, SAMS provided 7,405 services and 1,442 
consultations. through 1 MHPSS Center (Gaziantep), 
1 Autism Centre (Istanbul Centre) and 1 Youth Centre 
(Reyhanli).

Introduction: Achievement 2020: Number of
projects

Number of
Facilities

(Integrated with 
Health facilities)

(Integrated with 
Health facilities)

Budget

2246

210

5
24

$27,031,000.00

$200,00.00

$1,269.000

897,999

33,394

39,126

-- - -

Beneficiaries

Health

Nutrition

Protection

sams-tr@sams-usa.net

@SyrianAmericanMedicalSociety

www.sams-usa.net

HQ Office Address: Washington DC, USA

Other offices: Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Syria, 
Bangladesh and Greece

https://www.sams-usa.net/
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Syrian Expatriates Medical 
Association (SEMA)

A humanitarian, health, relief and development organization 
recognized by international organizations working in this 
context, through pilot projects in humanitarian relief work

Apply the principle of leadership in the care of humanitarian 
relief work in its areas of work, by specialized cadres

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

134

Protection Education 
Health 

Syria
Turkey

Rural Idleb

Rural Aleppo
Gaziantep

Reyhanli

Istanbul
SARMADA

Al-Bab
(Euphrates Shield)

134

Professional 

Independence  

Community leadership

Cooperat

Credibility   

Neutrality

Nutrition
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The start of Sema in response to the increase in the 
number of wounded significantly, which foreshadowed a 
dangerous future, a group of Syrian loyalists of doctors 
and health professionals, and expatriates in various 
countries of the Diaspora around the world, in response 
to their section to alleviate the suffering of the wounded, 
and decided to establish this humanitarian relief body 
(The Medical Association for Syrian Expatriates - SEMA), 
which was launched in mid-2011

Introduction & Achievement 2020: 

Number of
projects Budget

49 $19.823.582 1410275

- - -

Beneficiaries

Health

INFO@SEMA-SY.ORG

@syr.exp.doctors

www.sema-sy.org

https://www.sema-sy.org/
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Takaful Al-Sham Charity 
Organization

Empowering humans to lead by example, by values, 
and to contribute to the development of society and 
self.

We work to alleviate human suffering, ensure equal 
rights, and opportunity to live in dignity and security. 
By providing Education, Protection, and Power to 
Women, Youth, and Adolescents through scientific 
methodologies and innovation, we prepare populations 
for a sustainable future.

Our Vision Our Values

Our Mission

Sectors

NFI FSL Protection Education CCCM Early 
Recovery

WASH

Syria
Turkey

Aleppo
Gaziantep

Urfa
Idlib

Kilis

Hatay

138

Areas of Work
MUTUAL RESPECT 

EQUALITY  

TRANSPARENCY

INTEGRITY

SOLIDARITY   

RESILIENCE

CONTINUOUS LEARNING & IMPROVEMENT
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Takaful Al Sham Charity Organization (TAS) is a non-profit 
organization providing relief and development assistance 
to communities affected by conflict and crisis. Additionally,

TAS aims to empower and find solutions to enable 
sustainability for those affected by war, crisis, and disaster 
as well as those who have fled their country in search of 
stability elsewhere. TAS was one of the first local NGOs 
founded by a group of volunteers to respond to the Syria 
crisis. TAS, since its founding in 2012, has assisted nearly 
2 million internally displaced people and refugees in Syria 
and in Turkey.

Introduction & Achievement 2020: Introduction & Achievement 2020: 

S/NFI

FS

Number of
projects Budget

3 $4.450.019 314027

3 $2.480.336 52263

2 $1.018.985 46513

5

1

1

$5.887.764

$255.000

$1.129.394

86660

1632

9622

- - -

Beneficiaries

Early Recovery 
/ Livelihood

Education

Protection

WASH

• Education: 6 Projects:  86,660 children, in addition 
to 3,695 teachers and education personnel.

• 163 fully supported schools

• Protection: 3 projects: 2135 beneficiaries.

• 3 safe and friendly spaces were rented and equipped.

• Food Security: 6 Projects: 90475 HHs, 457528 
Individuals.

• Distributed an average of 31450 monthly food 
baskets for 31450 HHs, on monthly basis.

• 3480 HHs, were supported with food aid through 
restricted E-voucher

• SNFI: 6 projects: 17611 HHs; 92243 Individuals.

• WASH: 3 project:  8243 HHs; 48999 individuals.

• ER & Livelihood: 3 Accomplished project:  47377 
beneficiaries.
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info@ takafulalsham.org

@takafulalshamcharity

HQ: Gaziantep / Sahinbey.
Sub-office: Hatay/Antakya  
Sub-offices: Al-bab/Aleppo/Syria  
Sub-offices: Azaz/Aleppo
Sub-offices: Termanin/ Idleb

www.takafulalsham.org

https://takafulalsham.org/
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Union of Medical Care and 
Relief Organizations (UOSSM)

We believe in a world in which everyone has the right of 
life, health, and Well-being. 

Develop a creative strategy and unified effort that support 
the health-related needs and well-being of the affected 
communities during and after the crises, regardless of 
nationality, ethnicity, gender, religion, or political affiliation. 

Our Vision

Our Mission

Our Values

Sectors

Areas of Work

Protection Nutrition 
Health

SYRIA Turkey
IraqJordan

Yemen

Trust  

Integrity

Ambition

Neutrality

Accountability

144
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Union of humanitarian medical, non-governmental 
chapters, registered in the United States, Canada, 
the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Netherland, 
Switzerland, and Turkey. Member chapters mobilize 
and coordinate their resources to provide neutral 
and independent humanitarian assistance for victims 
affected by crises. The Union of Medical Care and Relief 
Organizations-UOSSM was established by eight Syrian 
doctors from around the world in Paris in January 2012 
in response to the Syrian humanitarian crisis and has 
become one of the largest providers of medical relief 
services in Syria.

UOSSM provided and operated:

Introduction : Achievement 2020:

• 58 health facilities with 871650 medical consultations 
for764038 beneficiaries

• Providing126953 beneficiaries with Nutrition 
services

• 603669 community health consultations for229867 
beneficiaries

• Specialized protection services such as GBV case 
management and CP case management due to the 
increase of demotic violence in the term of Covid-19

• Establishing MHPSS helpline services to provide 
mental health consultations remotely to the 
pandemic-affected population

• UOSSM also adjusted group protection activities 
to be provided remotely via WhatsApp groups or 
individually
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info@uossm.org

@uossm.org

https://www.uossm.org
Health 

Nutrition

Number of
projects Budget

17 $19.615.652 1029044

8 $885.174 18040

10 $3.128.108 126953

- - -

Beneficiaries

Protection

HQ Office: France - Paris

Other offices: Turkey - Gaziantep . Syria - Dana

https://www.uossm.org/
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Violet
Organization

A Team Of Benevolent Youths To Please The Oppressed 
And Needy Around The World, Motivated By Love And 
Faith”

Our Vision Our Mission

Sectors

Areas of Work

Syria Turkey

Aleppo

Idlib

Hatay

“To protect people from exploitation, to stand with the 
oppressed, the poorest and most miserable, for a decent 
life, build society and strive for development, relying on 
a team of youth who carry honesty and integrity in their 
finest forms to please others around the world. In all this 
we were defended by the love of all humanity”

OUR Values: Integrity and honesty - Sacrifice and altruism 
- Teamwork and team spirit - Improve dealing and dignity 
of beneficiary - Innovation and creativity - Rapid response 
and entrepreneurship

FSL Protection Health Education CCCM
youth 

empowermentEarly
Recovery

WASH NFI

150
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Violet Organization was founded in July 2011; registered 
in Turkey in 10.12.2014. Initially, the aim was to support 
vulnerable people of Syrian communities as response to 
the consequences of the crisis. This goal has not changed 
yet and remains valid. The organization‘s response is not 
only focused on emergencies but on long-term impact in 
health, livelihood and education.

In 2020, Violet implemented projects with an annual 
budget of over 15 million USD. While this budget is a peak 
in Violet›s history, it also shows Violet›s achievements in 
2020. 2020 started with the biggest displacements in the 
Syrian crisis, where Violet responded with evacuations, 
distributions, and shelter to thousands of families. Two 
months later, COVID-19 pandemic hit and Violet rapidly 
set up community isolation centres and kicked off 
COVID-19 campaigns for staff, health professionals and 
also children.

Introduction: Achievement 2020: 
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FSL

Health

EDU

Number of
projects Budget

15 $209.952 7702518

4 $121.202 1581747

5 $176.085 4467000

6

3

$555.117

$176.394

3404970

65000

- - -

Beneficiaries

S/NFI

comm@violetsyria.org

@org.violet

www.violetsyria.org/en/

Protection

HQ Office Address: ANTAKYA/HATAY

Other offices: Gaziantep

https://violetsyria.org/
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